Go to Character.org to register now!

**International Forum**

Go to Character.org to register now!

**Keynote Speakers**

- **Character Can Change The World**
  - The Power of Real-Life Stories to Help Students Practice Kindness and Gratitude
  - Steve Hartman from the iconic CBS News series *On The Road*

- **Character: The Science-Backed Solution to Our Mental Health Crisis**
  - Tools and strategies to improve well-being
  - Dr. Michele Borba, award-winning author and *Today* show contributor

- **Cracking The Intrinsic Motivation Code**
  - 5 Insights To Help Students Discover Their Moral Compass
  - Dr. Maurice Elias, author and professor at Rutgers University

**60+ Breakout Sessions**

- Learn about peer mentoring, service learning, staff retention and morale, parent engagement, student leadership, sports, restorative practices, and much more

Go to Character.org for full schedule

**Forum Partners & Exhibitors**

- Leader in Me
- Character Strong
- CHARACTER COUNTS!
- Character Plus
- Thriving Schools Professional Learning
- WGU
- Center for Character & Citizenship
- CAYNEN CENTER FOR CHARACTER EDUCATION
- GCU
- National Medal of Honor Griffin Institute

Celebrate Our National Schools of Character and Promising Practices